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A walk above the clouds eso

« Click here to view all skyshard guides for the Rift March 27, 2014 Skyshard Locations Map Location, map, skyshard, The Rift by Serge Edit Share Lvl 3–15: ((PC-3)×8)+73)×2.0Lvl 16+: ((PC-16)×4)+169)×2.0 A ride above the clouds is a search available at The Elder Scrolls Online. Goals[editing source] Finding the
Shard Talk with Veldrana Collect Kindling Light Fire By Veldrana Talk to Veldrana Find the Cult Cell Leader Light Campfires to Stay Warm Read the Grimoire Collect Animal Hide Collect Crushed Nightshade Collect Animus Geode Perforn the Ritual Find Nordahl's Summoning Cyrcle Hint: To perform the ritual in the right
order: Talk to Nordahl Unseal the entrance to the dragon worship temple The combination at the temple door is : Center: Left Snake: Right Whale: Eagle enter dragon cult temple Seek dragon priest kill dragon priest collect the Wuuthrad Shard Back to Veldrana Talk to Centurion Andrin Walkthrough[edits | editing source]
To perform the ritual, you must light the candles in the proper order. The order is: East, West, North, South. Then finish the ritual by following the rest of the search. [?] Reward[editing source] 146-604 *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, i.e. at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if
you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available at CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The UESPWiki - Its source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995 This page is currently being rewritten as part of the online research project. The page is being typed and checked. All users are welcome to make
changes to the page. If you make a change relevant to the project, update this template accordingly and make sure you have observed the project guidelines. I discovered that a worm cult cell has reached the ruins of a dragon cult stronghold. There is no good can come of this. Quick Walkthrough[edit] Talks to Veldrana,
and helps her light a fire. Find the leader of the cult cell. Collect the components and perform the ritual. Find and defeat the dragon priest. Talk to Centurion Andrin at the base in Forelhost. Detailed walkthrough[edit] Near Forelhost, the body of Radrase Alen is found. Looks like she was a cultist cuca who was mauled to
death by saber cats. Inside your package is a newspaper. Nordahl showed us the piece of Wuuthrad tonight. It was very impressive! He has shown great cunning to find him. Our brothers and sisters tour the Smokefrost Peaks in search of Ysgramor's legacy. &lt;Continue reading.=&gt; He told us his plan to ascend to
Forelhost, and look for the crypts of the dragon's priests. There was muttering in Rows. Cowards. Why should we fear the dead? They're like toys for us! Close the diary to see yourself almost fulfill the same fate. Defeat the sabre cat, then continue on the way to look for the fragment. As it ascends, &lt;/Continue&gt;
&lt;/Continue&gt; start freezing, and we find Veldrana huddled near a fire by the heat. She was following King Jorunn's bodybuilders, but was attacked bat sabre cats and ran out of wood. Tell her you're going to meet her, and she tells you you're going to have to be close to the fires to survive and warns you about saber
cats. You need two kindling pieces. These look like groups of sticks. The nearest is behind a pine tree to the snowy hill to the north. Activate kindling, and take both kindlings. Go back to Veldrana, and light the bonfire. Talk to her as she warms up. She thinks the cult left its leader (along with the fragment) at the top of the
mountain. Run north to the small building and climb to Forelhost. Exit through the southwest opening, and quickly run into the fire. You see Nordahl's body; Looks like it was clawed by a human. Examine the worn Grimoire next to it, and then read The Practical Necromancy. It tells you how to summon a spirit of
Aetherius. Follow your instructions and start by collecting animal hideout, night shadow and a geode animus. In a mockery sack in the next camp, you find the night shadow crushed. Inside the tent near the third and fourth bonfires, the geode animus lies inside a broken box. The animal hideout is in a backpack at the
sixth bonfire. Now is the time to perform the ritual. Nordahl's summoning circle is to the left of the tent where you found the geode. Candles must be lit according to order in grimoire: east, west, north, then south. Use the ritual bowl, place the cache on the hake, and then use the geode animus. You just summoned
Nordahl's spirit. Talk to him. He came to the mountain in search of a dragon priest mask. His bodybuilders died in Draugr and did not even see a dragon priest. The Draugr took the fragment and closed the door to the temple. Temple Door Puzzle[edit] It is necessary to solve an ancient puzzle before you can enter the
temple. There are three caries around the temple, showing clues to the solution. Hints of the puzzle are that each image is used once, the snake is in the center, and the right pillar has plumage. The central pillar is in front of the fire and must already be put on the snake. The right pillar should be turned once to the eagle
and the left pillar should be converted twice into a whale. The solution from left to right is Whale, Snake, then Eagle. Enter the temple and look for the dragon's priest. It's not in the temple, so continue to the gate of Forelhost Peak. Be sure to gather Kindling from the ground near the tree when it comes out. Continue to an
open area and a sarcophagus. Light as many bonfires around you as you can as soon as possible. Then activate the sarcophagus to the fight with the Priest of Dragon Vosis. When defeated, the piece of Wuuthrad sura around the center of the sarcophagus. Before returning to Veldrana to complete the Be sure to pick up
the Skyshard at the top of the mountain, southeast of the sarcophagus. Go down the ladder again, and talk to Centurion Andrin in the middle of the road. Notes[edit] In some constructions it will be best to maximize your health capacity with food and/or with jewelry that has the healthy trait, and/or to equip haunted jewelry
to increase health regeneration, especially when you get to the start of the road to the Dragon Priest's Altar at the top of the mountain. His character also loses less cold health if he sprints while walking away from a fire, and his Health will fully recover in less time in the next fire. Completing this search is not necessary to
reach the Skyshard. However, the only way to the top is through the Forelhost crypts, so you have to accept the search in order to unlock the doors of the crypt. This can be done following the torch-lit path, which work identically to the fires lit by the player and to regain health. At the summit, you can sprint past the altar
of Vosis and reach the Skyshard with high enough health. Alternatively, if you are in a group, only one member must accept the search in order to unlock the doors of Forelhost Crypts and gather kindling with which to light the fires. If you complete your search, the doors of the Forelhost crypts subsequently remain
unlocked, so you can return to the top if you've missed the Skyshard. Quest Stages[edit] A Walk Above the Clouds Ends Quest Journal Entry This line-related article is a draft on Geography. You can help expand it. I'm looking for a walk above the clouds, and I don't know how to unseen the door with the rubble. It shows
no run anywhere, and I go to my bag to talk to the guy, but it really doesn't help at all. Any ideas like doing this? Also, how do I pour into the sky there? skipping it for now... Since TESO Wiki I have discovered a cult cell of worm has reached the ruins of a dragon cult stronghold. There is no good can come of this.
&lt;Player finds a Grimoire with descriptions. Talk to Nordahl, Perform the Ritual I have all the reagents mentioned in the grimoire. Now I can summon the spirit of the leader from within his ritual circle. Unraasing the entrance to the Temple of Dragon Worship I learned from Nordahl that the entrance to Forelhorst properly
sealed by a puzzle. I have to find out the proper order of images on the stones before the doors. Talk to Veldrana I recovered the Wuuthrad Shard. I should leave the summit and go back to Veldrana to make sure it's okay. - Daily Game Note: You need to stay warm! Running for too long in areas without fire sites, the
player's character will soon begin to freeze and die. The player finds the nordahl's summoning circle ready and with candles. These must be turned on in the correct order. The Geode animus can be used to summon the spirit of Nordahl, it will be tied in place, but all questions. Characters linked to this Quest FlagView
HistoryQuest: A Walk Above the CloudsQuestgiver: Radrase Alen (corpse)Location: Broken Helm HollowReward: Cloudkeeper's Cap, 604 goldNote: You should do this skyshard search #8We encourage you to read our updated privacy policy and cookie policy. Policy.
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